Introduction
Both CKM matrix phase and QCD vacuum effects contribute to CP violation parameter. 
Neutron electric dipole moment (NEDM)
Some
NEDM from form factors
Nucleon electromagnetic form factors with momentum transfer
Electric dipole moment
We have to do the momentum extrapolation. 
3-point function in vacuum
Path integral formalism Operator formalism CP non-invariant phase factor can appear into the mass term.
2-point function
Nucleon spinor structure in vacuum
Nucleon propagator in each order of
We consider
term. is determined by order term. is conserved vector is conserved vector current current. . To obtain the physical value of EDM, there are various extrapolations :
In order to avoid momentum extrapolation we try another idea for EDM calculation.
Changing is not so easy. Changing is not so easy. : spin up or down nucleon energy on vacuum Method on the lattice
Real electric field is included in link variables
We can choose arbitrary value for E but periodicity is broken in time direction. In where Results of In order to apply this calculation to dynamical In order to apply this calculation to dynamical configuration generated by CP configuration generated by CP --PACS, we try to PACS, we try to do with do with clover clover fermion fermion with similar nucleon with similar nucleon mass parameters mass parameters on the same gauge on the same gauge confgs confgs . . 
